As of May 12, 2020, two or more licensees may share culinary facilities (kitchen) under certain conditions.

There are two ways this is allowed:

1. Principal licensees i.e. hotels, resorts, and arenas that have sublicenses, may share the same kitchen. The kitchen may be located in any one of the sublicensed premises, or may be located in more than one as long as:

   - one is a banquet license
   - one is a restaurant license (any type), a bar license, or a beer recreational license.

   or

2. If the same person holds two or more licenses that are located in the same building and

   - the only shared premises among them are
     - the kitchen
     - any pathway necessary to transport an item to and fro

However, Utah law expressly states they may not share any other premises. Licensees would be required to have their own dining areas, entrances, etc. Each licensee must be able to keep independent records, check Identification, and be able to watch and control a patron’s consumption and any other operational procedures for their specific license type.

Each license type must be able to “stand alone” and be completely independent from each other, except for the kitchen and pathway to it.